DYNAMOGèNE
Mr CULBUTO
320 kg of Raw Poetry...

Mister CULBUTO,
320 kg of raw poetry!
Street performance
it’s a living toy waiting desperately
for someone to play with it, nonchalantly.
it’s pulled along the road
and put down here and there,
for a few minutes
or more if friends come by.
deep down he doesn’t really care.
as if by magic, it moves.
now it’s your turn, it’s a tumble toy
waiting for you ….

almost 1000 performances in 30 countries!
JAPAN - AUSTRALIA - HUNGARY - CROATIA - GERMANYE - SPAIN - AUSTRIA
ITALY - SINGAPORE - SWISS - ENGLAND - JORDAN - ISRAEL - MOROCCO
ISLAND - KOREA - BELGIUM - NETHERLANDS - LUXEMBOURG - PORTUGAL
DUBAÎ - DENMARK - KUWAIT - LITUANIA - IRELAND - SCOTLAND - TURKEY
SERBIA ...

Press : « One of the most inventive shows is Monsieur Culbuto, a human kelly doll
guided by its slave as it rolls through crowds at weird angles. »
The Guardian

1997 - 2017 : M. Culbuto, 20 years !
Mr Culbuto is not properly giving a show. He's pulled along the streets by a
delivery man who puts him down every now and again, and let him briefly and
unexpectedly play with the audience (3 to 5 minutes). Then, the delivery man
puts him back on the chariot and pulled him again...

Contact with audience obligatory,
interactive performance !
only on hard, flat & areas (cement, paving stones, tarmac …)

-------------------------------------------------------------------TOTALLY IMPOSSIBLE on grass, sand or clay!
-------------------------------------------------------------------casting
2 actors:
Mr Culbuto, Pierre Pélissier
and the delivery man, Pierre Prétot
Costumes, Corinne Hachon et Elza Briand
Concept & realisation, Pierre Pélissier
duration : 1h30 per day (2 x 45 minutes)

Videos:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fbUXrv4ccqs&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0K0npC5-07I&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DWZdtwSZTEs

Pictures:
(More pictures here : https://photos.app.goo.gl/uaQtd1rpyrhLL4zEA )

Press (extracts):

Dynamogène Company
Presentation
The DYNAMOGèNE Company was created in 1995, following
Clintonbaco’s story (1990-1994). Our shows are meant for the
street, they are based upon life-size toys where poetry of the
machinery is sustained by the absurd, but deeply human acting
of the characters.

more than 1800 représentations in 33 countries
previous shows (non-exhaustive list) ...
Mr Culbuto (1997 - …), a living toy, 320 kg of raw poetry
Rénovation Façades (2000 - 2003), a musical machine on a scaffolding
Ouvert Pour Inventaire (2004 - 2010), 2 guys and a musical box
Le Petit Catalogue (2012 - ...), factory of utopia
La Grande Roue Révolutionnaire (new show 2016), 360° of revolution !
Missed … again! (new show 2018), Mecanical Cine-Concert

CONTACTS

Pierre Pélissier
Pierre Prétot (speaks english)

+33 675 665 794
+ 33 645 360 842

www.dynamogene.net / +33 466 849 433 (administrative)
Dynamogène Company is supported by the City of Nîmes,
the Conseil Départemental of Gard and the Conseil Régional of Occitanie.
Regularly by Réseau en Scène and sometimes by the DRAC

